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FIAT LUX, OCTOBER 20, 1936, ALFRED, N. Y.

Hang On, Alfred! — We’re up against a dangerous crisis in Alfred University. The administration has made a decision to fold, and if we are not to be crushed by the weight of our burdens we have to stand up and face the danger. There are three main reasons why we have to fight. First, there is the danger that Alfred will become a "gridiron suicide." Second, there is the danger that Alfred will be made a laughingstock by the rest of the country. Third, and most important, there is the danger that Alfred will lose its identity. The fiat is the official organ of the University and is published every week during the school year.

On Politics:

Second Of A Series

(In answer to the political editorial last week, The Fiat Lux is pleased to present this letter from a student. Other students are encouraged to submit similar letters to the editor. The series will continue in next week's edition.)

Barbara Stanwyck a young Cuban girl

SPOTLIGHTS

TAG-LETTER

The tag letter: Its transitory nature, last week, but met with general interest from the Alfred student body. Next week’s letter is expected to be a continuation of the current theme. The Fiat Lux wishes to acknowledge the following students for their assistance in the composition of the current letter. We are grateful for their support and look forward to their continued cooperation.

LUX

Transactions


BARTLETT BREVITIES

Most of us have heard of high school students who work in a factory or sell newspapers to get out of the place. Here is the story of a woman professor of college girls who sells newspapers to save three families at Alfred. Joe P. Jones, who works on the campus as a Bartlett writer, has a mother and a sister in the factory. His college work has helped him to save the factory and his mother.

Politics "Exposed" In Book Display At Library

"If John Q. Public votes for Roosevelt for President," says a New York newspaper, "or for isolationism, or for the 18.5% tax, he should read the reason why between the covers of these new books, is the claim of a whole series of people from the United States and the United States and Mexico that the New Deal is a scheme of "communism.""

November 30: "The No. 1 Woman's" will feature the "I Am a Liberty" and "I Am a Republican" chili at the Interfraternity Ball. The chili will be served with cornbread and milk. The evening will be highlighted by the presentation of "The New Deal." The presentation will feature the philosophy of the New Deal and the failures of the old system.

One of the main events of the season is the annual "Interfraternity Ball." The ball is held on the last Friday of the month, and is a major social event for the campus community. The ball features a variety of activities, including a dance, a buffet, and a raffle. The ball is open to students, faculty, and staff, and is a great way to socialize and have fun.

Sports John Dougherty

The team consists of students from all over the country, including New York, Ohio, and Illinois. The team's coach is Mr. Dougherty, who is known for his tough coaching style. The team's mascot is a bulldog, which is painted on the sidelines and in the stands. The team's colors are maroon and white, and they play their home games in the Student Union Building.

SALAMANDER: The new member of the music department at Alfred University is Vincent Lopez. He has been teaching music at various schools and colleges for many years, and brings a wealth of knowledge and experience to the department.

Professor Price, of the English Department, is leaving Alfred University to become head of the English Department at a nearby college. Professor Price has been at Alfred for many years and has made significant contributions to the university. He is being replaced by Mr. Price, who is a recent graduate of the University and has taught English at various schools.
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GALLANT SAXONS DOWN UNDER BUFFALO 26-0 ON RAIN-SOAKED GRIDIRON, CLARKSON HERE SOON

But Ball Scores In Opening Minutes On Fork Place Kick Play—Tally In Each Period—Engineers Bring Powerful Squad To Merrill Field

Shasting through mud and rain, Alfred varsity gridironers suffered their third defeat of the season from the pigskin carriers of University of Buffalo at Merrill Field Saturday by a 1-0 score before a Homemaking Day crowd of 2,300.

The Saxons fought gallantly throughout the entire game but the weight of the Building's line and their superior offensive play gave the Buffs an easy though hard-fought triumph.

Buffalo missed its first touchdown—five minutes after the beginning of the game when Vito Oberhine, Bull end, covered the ball back of Alfred's real after Blaney of Alfred touched the ball on Danny Daffron's unexpected field goal.

After Daffron ran 81 yards to the 17 yard stripe, Reid passed to Daffron for the remaining 15 yards and the second Buffalo touchdown in the second quarter. An attempted place kick by Nordin failed, the score 14-0 at the half.

Early in the third period of the game Warren Romanoff, the bull back, had the ball in the 80 yard line for Buffalo, after failing 11 yards, Buffalo kicked to Alfred 22 yard line.触摸台球棒

Audience to Alfred gave the Buffalo ball the back of Alfred's 14 yard line. Alfred's line held and Buffalo lost the ball. On an attempted forward pass Nick Oberhine, Alfred, passed the ball around Nick Oberhine before he got the ball 10 yards from the goal line. Medal was down and in front of Nick Oberhine for the field goal. Alfred kicked off to Buffalo in the remaining 15 yards and the second Buffalo touchdown in the second quarter. An attempted place kick by Nordin failed, the score 14-0 at the half.

Buffalo was forced to punt a second time in the third quarter and got the punt down under the punter's right post where it was covered for a touchback on the 20 yard line. From this point Buffalo was on the defensive the entire quarter and was shut out for the quarter.

Again Buffalo was forced to punt and received a good punt of 26 yards by Alfred.

Nick Oberhine fumbled the ball on Buffalo's 12 yard line and Alfred recovered. From the 3 yard line Alfred scored its second touchdown on a forward pass from Nick Oberhine to Art Argyros, Alfred scored its second touchdown, with Oberhine's point after touch down extra point.

The third quarter was unimpressive as both teams exchanged punts in which Alfred held the ball under punter's right post and lost the punt on their high quality in the field of kicking.

Scores by Quarters:

Alfred 0 7 0 19—26
Buffalo 0 0 0 0—0

Substitutions: Alfred—Halpin, Ernie Shell, Wingerter, Larry Ladd, Dan Darnell, Lehman; Buffalo—Meekley, Strancky, Poland, O'Brien, Shaw, Band,

Again Buffalo was forced to punt and received a punt of 26 yards by Alfred. From the 20 yard line Alfred was penalized four yards for a false start and was down on the Buffalo 50 yard line. From here Alfred went over for its third touchdown on a forward pass from Nick Oberhine to Larry Ladd who pulled the punt away and raced to the Buffalo 1 yard line for the touchdown. Alfred's point after touchdown was successful and was 20-0 against Buffalo.

Coach Lobban is experimenting with a new backfield for the showdown with the Saxons. Ernie Shell, halfback, and Bob Bunting, fullback, in addition to Nick Oberhine, will be among the outstanding players of the Alfred backfield. Shell is a player of the Alfred backfield and is considered the best pivot man in Western New York collegiate circles. Expecting to see action at the other end is Alfred's Nick Oberhine. Art Argyros is holding his place at any time. At guards are Pete McNeil and Bill Chase, a hard tackling lineman.

The Saxons, led by their valiant coach, Mrs. Lobban, are of the same caliber as the Saxons of previous years.

The Saxons are a team of skilled players, the stars being Nick Oberhine,alfback, Larry Ladd, at guard, and Art Argyros, at right tackle.

The Saxons have a good chance to win the game and may be looking forward to a long season of football.

The University of Buffalo is a team of good players, who are well known throughout the country.

The Saxons have a good chance to win the game and may be looking forward to a long season of football.

F. H. ELLIS
Pharmacist
Alfred—New York
HISTORY REPEATS AS ALFRED DROPS TO BRIGHTON 19-36; FROSH PICTURES WITH WIN

Mezzit Again Takes Varsity Meet—Perkins And Hughes Run Fine Race For Fourth And Fifth—Dunnenberger, Kellogg, Lead Fresh Parade

Mezzit repeated itself Friday at the hands of Alfred. For the second consecutive year the Burghers of Cornell by a 19 to 36 score.

An interesting note is that of Cornell's sitting, which was the first of the Alfred men to cross the finish line. Perkins finished in fourth place and Hughes in fifth.

The summary:

1. Mezzitt, C 19:54
2. Bassett, C 20:00
3. Bassett, C 20:00
4. Loughlin, C 20:30
5. Pigage, C 12:53
6. Loughlin, C 20:30
7. Wilkins, C 21:02
8. Keefe, A 21:12
9. illuminated, C 21:35
10. Cadel, C 13:40

The Alfred men who ran against Cornell were: Metz, second Cornell runner, was third in 19:54 to 13:11, completed the 8-mile section. Jack Merriam is in charge of the lighting and staging crew. The social calendar for the first semester's schedule will be made public shortly. The present calendar follows:

**SUMMARY:**

The Purple and Gold hill and daleers upon whom Coach McLeod is depending for their second win of the season this fall are: Margaret Curtiss, Carol MacGowan, Bertha Johnson, Ogareta Ehret, Barbara Rhodes, Miriam Howd, Ruth Bronson, Leo Butler, Margaret Cudworth.


dolphins Webb has planned a modern set for the Tuesday night dance. He is in charge of the acting. Lighting is under the direction of Samuel Sverdlik, Tyler Tate, is in charge of the staging. Lighting and staging crew must be made up of ten students. Jack Merriam is in charge of the lighting and staging crew.

The social calendar for the first semester's schedule will be made public shortly. The present calendar follows:

**BILLARD PARLOR**
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